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PART I -1-

INTRODUCTION 

The role of "productivity", in the modern industrial 

envircnment, is one of increasing importance. 

Knowledge not only of profitability and efficiency, but 

of the means by which these are achieved, is essential to man~e-

ment in order that they, the managers, may make decisions based 

on the maximum amount of reliable and relevant data. 

Productivity measurement presents to management, another, 

and powerful source of control information. In a multiplant 

company, productivity measures can serve as a supplement to the 

more usual comparisons of the plants' financial ratios. Despite 

the existence of numerous legitimate reasons for differences in 

productivity change among plants, periodio comparisons may have 

a constructive effect in that they create an awareness of l1e 

factors affecting their efficiency and keep the managers alert. 

These sort of comparisons when possible should also be applied 

to products in order to evaluate the contributions of t he various 

products. Measures of productivity trends also tend ;0 illustrate ~ 
~ 

technical progress and the reduction of real cost per unit of 

output, this being a factor which largely determines a Company's 
) 

final performance when operating in a competitive market, and which 

is probably the most important single function of prgductivity 

measurements. Further use of productivity measures can be made in 

the field of expense budgeting in relation to future sales fore-

casts or forward orders, but this requires detailed studies of 

all relevant input factors. 

i , 
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The use of produoiivity measurement is also possible in 

oreating long range projeotions of labour, material, and oapital 

requirements, but due oonsideration must be given to the impact 

of teohnologioal advanoes whioh m~ ooour in the immediate 

future. Suoh projeotions, however, if adjusted for such 

eventualities oould be found useful in planning future finances, 

personnel reoruitment and training polioy, and possibly purohasing 

strategy. 

It remains to be said, after expressing the wide range of 

possible uses, that produotivity indexes are not a oomplete 

solution in themselves. In many applioations, oonsiderable 

thought must be given to the basis of measurement, and what 

basis suits one applioations may not be suitable for another, 

and whilst they measure ohanges in produotive effioienoy they 

do not measure ohanges affecting other aspeots of management 

effioienoy. 

In view of the above, produotivity estimates are only 

reoommended as a supplementary tool, in addition to other statistioal 

tools whioh are to be found in management. 

In order that the above may be more fully understood and 

the meaning of produotivity more olearly established, the following 

summary of the basic ooncepts outlines the more general procedures 

of produotivity measurement. 
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Basic Concepts 

The term "productivity", which has come into widespread 

usein recent years, has been used loosely to describe the relat

ionship, usually in the form of a ratio, between output and any or 

all of the associated inputs, in real terms. The inital vagueness 

of this term and its lack of definition has done little to retard 

its use, and although it has acquired a more precise meaning with 

the passage of tiie, it still remains extremely brcad in its 

applioation and interpretation. 

It is beoause of the above that under any given oonditions 

the terms used must be clearly defined in respect to that 

particular situation. In general however, the following elabor

ation of the basio concepts will help to clarify the reader's 

understanding of the term "Produotivity". The following has been 

arrived at, at'ter research through published papers (1) on the 

subjeots many of which deal only with a narrow area of application 

but it is hoped that the oollection of these views will serve to 

illustrate. the breadth of the subject. 

The method of measurement of productivity will differ 

depending on the nature or purpose of measurement, it may be that 

it is being used to establish National productivity, Industrial 

productivity, Company productivity, the productivity 01' a manufactu-

ring section or of a product line. In each case the system of meas- ~ 

urement will differ and a relevant one must be established and used. 

Nevertheless as in all ooncepts and methods of measurements, there 

are common characteristics, and it at these that we must first look. 
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output 

Output may be looked at in a number of different ways 

depending upon the circumstances. It may be evaluated in terms of 

physical units or monetary units. 

In the case of a homogeneous product the use of physical 

units of output provides an accurate and easily used base. 

However, this situation is rarely encountered and in most 

industries, the output consists of a very wide range of products 

of different types and differing models. l'lhere there is some 

degree of similarity in the products produced, comparability 

may be achieved to some extent by reducing the similar products 

by a system of weighting, to a notional n standard produot". 

In most oases, however, the product mix of a company is so 

hetrogeneous that they cannot be treated by either of the above 

methods. It then becomes necessary to reduce them to some other 

form of oomparable and consistent unit. The most favoured unit is 

the monetary one, either real or notional. The usual source of this 

type of data is from oompany acoounts. Suoh data suffers from a 

number of discrepanoies and needs adjusting for factors of 

inflation, imperfeotion of markets and price differences caused by 

such arbitary factors as advertiSing and profits, all of which affect 

prioe. 

In the view of one noted researcher (2) of produotivity, 

inputs may be considered from two main points of view, "Resource 

orientated" which is ooncerned with the effects of productivity 

adjustments on the utilisation and allocation of the available 

supply of the resource, which may be regarded as reflecting the 

primary interest of the suppliers of that resource, or as reflecting 
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a publio or Government interest in welfare of such resource 

suppliers. 

The seoond is User-orientated. Here the primary interest tends to 

be in the effects of produotivity adjustments on the users require

ment of the given resource, This is a situation with which the 

author wholeheartedly agrees, 

An illustration of this is that the resource-orientated 

interest tends to be more directly oonoerned with changes in the 

quantity of labour required per unit of output, while the 

user-orientated interest tends to be more direotly oonoerned with 

wage oosts per unit of output. 

In such productivity studies the main problem may thus be 

seen to be that of defining the terms in which the particular 

input under study should be measured for its comparison with some 

of the general measure of output, The first and perhaps easiest 

ohoice may be considered as between physical and financial terms 

However, further and often moe searching decisions have to be made 

beyond this point, either as among the alternatives of p~sical 

measures or as among the various methods of financial measures. The 

main factors or determinants affecting such choices would appear to 

be the nature of the resource that is being investigated and the 

previous choiee of resource or user-orientated approach. 

The great majority of productivity studies have concentrated 

on the productivity of labour, and others have taken some other 

single input faotor as the base. These studies, though providing 

useful information, are always open to criticism. The main source 

of criticism is that high productivity of the factor studied may have 

been produced at the expense of low productivity of other input factors, 
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It is possible that the resulting high product~vity WaS so dearly 

bought that it has resulted in low "efficiency". 

Hence it is desirable to consider all input factors or at least 

a number of them which appear to interact with each other. 

Productivity and efficiency are often considered to be 

synonymous with each other but a distinction may be shown by the 

following:- Effioiency is "aptitude, oapacity; in a word the 

quality of the entity whose productivity is under review (3)" 

The word "efficiency" may in fact, be regarded as expressing 

the quality of a unit of definitely adequate produotivity, but 

which is constantly striving to improve this productivity by 

oonscious and successful effort on reasoned lines (~). It may 

thus be seen that "efficiency" embraces the idea of productivity 

but goes beyond it in that it expresses an aptitude or capacity. 

The term effioiency would not be used to mean the specifio 

productivity of material faotors suoh as land, new materials 

or power, but could be used with reference to a man, a technique 

or a firm, in desoribing any of these obtaining speoified results 

by the applioatio~s of deliberate effort to improve produotivity. 

In order to proceed with an analysis cif input factors that may 

be used in order to s how overall performance, it must first be indic

ated what, factors exist, what role they play and how they may be 

measured. The main souroes of input are those of labour, Capital, 

Services and Materials. 

Labour Input 

Labour input is the most commonly used single input faotor in 

produotivity studies, and is considered one of the major eoonomic 
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indieators although it suffers from the above deficienni .. s whGn 

used in isolation from other input factors. Labour inputs may 

be measured with reasonable aoouracy and provide signifioant 

results, in either pbysioal or f'inanoir~ terms. Physioal units 

of measuring labour input may be either in terms of the number 

of wage earners or the number of man-hoors employed. Using 

finanoial terms., labour inputs might be measured in terms of 

wage payments. This provides two different forms of input-output 

relationship, the first measuring the quantity of labour rr,quired 

per unit of output and the seoond,measurement of the wage oost 

of produoing a unit of output o This returns us once again to the 

oonoept of resouroe or user-orientated analysis. A further 

argument is put forward in support of the differenoe in viewpOints 

between resouroe and user-orientated studies of input factors, 

by Bels. Gold in her pUblioation on produotivity analysis. Remember

ing that resouroe orientated studies are primarily oonoerned with 

supplier or governmental interests, it goes as follows "a oonoern 

with the utilisation of the labour foroe and employment prospeots, 

tends to be accompanied by a primary interest in the effects of 

produotivity adjustments on the quantity of labour required per 

unit of output, both because it bears directly on prospective 

employment adjustments, and beaause wage cost per unit of output 

do not. Speoifically prospeotive employment may increase or de

crease whether unit wage costs rise or decline. The generally 

greater interest of user-orientated productivity stUdies may be 

explained in a similar manner. Thus the user evaluates transform

ation prooesses in terms of the excess of financial yields over 

financial outlays, not of physical output yields over physical 

inputs. 
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It is virtually alwB¥s poflsible to reduce labour requiroments per 

unit of output. But users are interested onl3t in those labour 

saving adjustments which reduce rather than increase attendant 

costs. Hence changes in unit labour requiroments tend to be of 

less strategic significanca for decision making by employers than 

changes in labour cost per unit of output (5), 

The above emphasises the employers interest in reducing 

cost of labour required as opposed to reducing the actual number 

of employees or even total hours worked. But as it pointed out by : 

Bela Gold an exception occurs When the input factor, in this case 

labour, is in short supply, and then the units of labour may 

assume a greater importance, and in fact in extreme circumstances 

supersede the cost factor. 

These arguments are not intended to suggest that the user of 

the input factor is not interested in the physical quantities of 

that factor, but that the cost is generally of greater importance, 

and that although reduction of the physical quantity of labour 

used may be a major area of cost reduction, it does not follow 

that a reduction in nUlllber employed will be followed by an equal 

reduction in t he proportion of costs or by any reduction of costs 

at all. 

User-arientated tends to cnntre around and be more directly 

concerned with the composition as well as the quantity of the factcr 

input requirements. This is largely because of its interests, in 

particular shortages or scarcity of types of labour or other input 

factors. This often leads to labour input measurem~nts which 

are weighted. One means of so "eighting man-hours is to do so by 

relative wage levels of different grades of labour. 
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In contrast to this the supplier of a resource, labour, will 

be mora interested in labour as comprising of individual units 

seeking to obtain or retain employment and as such is ooncerned more 

with the aotual number of wage earners employed than with man-hours 

worked in total. 

The previous two paragraphs illustrate the difference in 

approach and interest between user-orientated and resource orient

ated studies even when both are dealing with physical units 

of measurement. 

It may be seen from the above discussion that there is 

considerable interaction between physical and financial methods 

of measurement and that the ohoice between the two is not always 

clear. The effects of factor price changes and changed in 

~antity and ccmposition create many problems, and that changes 

of average wage payments per unit of labour may be affected not 

only by overall changes in the wages of different categories of 

labour and in the ocmposition of it. In the same manner changes in 

the labour requirements per unit of output may be attributed to 

changes not only in the composition of labour but in the effective-

ness of the wage p~ent systems and incentives. 

Capital Input 

In the years since the ending of World War.II many industries 

have seen dramatic increases in "Labour productivity". This has been 

largely due to the fact that most productivity studies have focused 

on the sola input factor of Labour. This has meant that increases .& 
due to new teohnology, management systems and the injection of 

large sums of capital have been shown as Labour productivity 

increases. 
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The substitution of capital for labour h~s pl~erl n maSnr ~le 

in the advancement of productivity and it is in order to sep- ~ 
arate out the effects of capital injeotion, that it is neo-

essary to construct oapital as a separate input faotor. 

Capital like labour may be measured in terms of physical 

and financial units. Capital vievmd from the physical a3pect may 

bo regarded as consisting of land, buildings, plant, machinery 

tools and of cash balances. Changes in capital when considered 

in this light may thus involve adjustments in the total volume, ~ 
in relative proportions of the total accounted for by the major 

categories of capital goods, and in ei~her the physioal features 

or performance characteristics of particular units of embodied 

capital. 

In the financial system of measurement, the capital inputs 

may be considered as a fund of financial values derived from 

different sources on vcr-ious terms and distributed across the 

range of outlets, which may include the many sectors business 

activities in addition to the purely productive processes. 

It has been suggested by a number of writers, on the subject 

of capital and productivity, that physical measurements are possible 

but they remain narrow o.nd limited. Several alternatives of 

measuring capital in physical terms have been described by various 

writers (5) but these are usually either highly theoretical or of 

a specialised nature and applicable obly under the precise situat-

ion for which they were designed. 

These problems are due to the extreme hetrogenity of 

capital goods both in physical form and in the nature of the tasks 
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which they are designed to perform. Also the hetrogenity of the 

determinants of operating efficiency in capital goods ' their 

potential contributions being influenced not only by the labour, 

materials and other physioal resources entering into capital 

goods, but to an even greater extent by the soientifio and tech

nologioal advances embodied in their design. These factors all 

influenoe the measurement of physical values of capital, but as 

yet there appears to be no oommon denominator by which they may 

be assessed. 

However, for the purposes of most productivity studies a 

financial measurement of capital provides a more relevant and 

consistent source of information, in particular when dealing with 

productivity from the aspect of management of an industrial unit 

where management are concerned with the overall effeotiveness of 

the capital, which they allooate, is used. 

For the purpose of assessing the role of oapital or fixed 

investments in productivity adjustments, the measurement of 

fixed investment is usually focused on the current value of the 

oapital facilities and equipment that,constitute that in~estment. 

This normally involves a deduotion from the original value of 

such oapital investments whioh refleots the estimated wear and 

ultimate obsolescence which has accrued sinoe that investment was 

made. There are several means of estimating suoh deduotions, 

each of which will produce differing results. As yet there appears 

to be no proven nor universally accepted basis for making these 

estimates, each and every approach being open to criticism and 

signifioant errors from a variety of sources. The two most 

significant sources of error occuring due to the methods estimating 
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the manner in which physical deterioration oocur. in the 

passage of time and in estimating the resu+tant of such deter

ioration on the value of the investment. 

Cousistency is however the keynote of suoh estimates and 

if the measureoent is made in a oanner which suits the institution 

being measured, then the resultant information would be quite 

adequate for checking movement through time in that institution. 

The main cause for concern in collecting data that is useful 

for oomparison of adjustments in fixed investment, either between 

firms or for year to year movements within the firm, is the 

possibility of variations in the manner in which the estimated 

rates of deterioration are calculated, and the further possibility 

of changes in the time over which the value of investment is to 

be recovered, the pattern of recovery of the estimated loss in 

value, and the scrap value of the investment at the end of that 

period. 

Fixed investments ere subject fortunately to oonsiderable 

attention within the accounting records of industry, and within a 

single firm they are subject to rate of depreciation which the 

management of that firm considers to be adequate to recover its 

costs. This means that adequate data is usually available in suoh 

a form that meaningful use can be made ~f then in productivity in

vestigations. However, some adjustments may be necessary for an 

accurate economic analysis. The major adjustment that is required 

18 some means of deflating fixed investmonts to allow f or changing 

prices in capital goods and to make allowances for changes in . 

quality. One reason for applying such adjustments in prices is 

to obtain measures on changing depreciation allowllllces in terms 

.) 
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of oonstant vaJ.ue, another is to measure ohflllees in tru. real 

volume of the stook of oapital goodS. 

In most oompanies the depreciation charges are related to 

the originaJ. oost of the goods which they are designed to recover 

This means that the total sum aoorued for replacement may in many 

cases not equaJ. the cost of replaoement. This introduoes the 

possibility of errors, but these may be small in comparison with 

those that night be introduced should it be attempted to create 

a system based on expected cost of 5 - 20 years in the future. 

In any case it is the opinion of one researoher (7) that, 

owing to the rapid advancement in technology it often happens that 

the replacement good is more productive than the old which helps 

to balance the difference in the recovered sum and that required 

for replacement. 

An aJ.ternative system of analysing the value of fixed 

investments is that of revaluing in terms of current replacement 

oosts, the total fixed investment each year, aJ.lowing for such 

factors as price changes, obeolesoenoe, and wear and tear. The 

oost of such a ventUre would be oonsiderable and might introduee 

the possibility of oonsiderable estimating errors and inconsist

ency. This concept is worthy of considerable further investi

gation, and should a oonsistent system of evaJ.uation be derived, 

it would be a preferable basis of measurement. At present 

althlugh it is diffioult to present any strong arguments for its 

introduction in place of ourrent practioe, should the data be 

available it is strongly to be reooiumended as an aJ.ternative 

basis. 
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Service Inputs 

This category of input covers a wide range of managerial and 

technical services which are contributary to the production 

processes and are, in general, functions which are provided by 

salaried personnel. These functions may be classified into 

three main areas, those of policy determination, supervision and 

control, and technioal services of various kinds. Another source 

of olassifioation oould be between those servioes in whioh the 

manpower requirements are influenoed direotly by produotions 

levels and those whose manpower requirements are more olosely 

affected by long term shanges or adjustments in productivity 

levels. 

It is apparent that managerial and technical services 

supplement the direct productive contributions of labour. 

materials and capital inputs. It may be noted here that mana

gerial and technical services are not additive to the factors 

of labour and materials, but are integral parts of t hem. Mana

gerial md technical services may bG regarded as assisting the 

processes of production through the allocation and utilisation 

of other resources. 

It is not possible to measure direotly tmy of the actual 

contributions of managerial and technical services, effioient 

co-ordination of resources, reduction waste and losses, development 

of production methods and teohniques, and mtmy others, but it may 

be appreciated that these contributions are essential to an efficient 

and organised produotion prooess. Although, as has been stated, it 

is not possible to apply any form of direct measurement, it is 

possible to estimate the effects on the input-output relations of 
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changes in such services or in their policies. 

The probleos of ceasuring the quantity of managerial and 

technioal inputs may again be viewed froc the two stondpoints of 

resource-orientated and user-orientated interests. These follow 

to some considerable extent the interests outlined when descr

ibing the labour input factor. Resource orientated interect 

being primarily concerned with the trend in requirements for 

managerial and technical personnel with respect to output levels. 

To serve such interests, the measurement of these inputs would 

be most appropriately stated in terms of the numbers of person

nel employed. A weighting index may also be applied to the 

various constituent groups which comprise the total, engineers, 

accountants, clerical staff, secretaries etc. 

User-orientated interests are also once again concerned 

largely with the cost of these services, managerial and tech

nioal, and with the cocpostion of such services. Thus it may be 

seen that it Day involve physical and financial ceasureoonts of 

input. 

The hetrogeneous nature offbnctions perforced by staff 

within a firm creates many difficulties in the mcasurecent of 

various inputs. One suggested method is to consider the person

nel as being cocprised of two basic groups. Those involved in 

the deoision caking and creative processes and those involved in 

purely routing work functions, and break each of these into various 

sub-groups. It is considered that it is only those personnel 

involved directly in the processes of decision making and 

creative function can directly affect productivity adjustments, 
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but changes in the total number of perrons employed within 

these input faotors will also affeot the ratios. 

In the measurement of clerical staff and others of a 

similar nature, carrying out routine work, it is suggested that 

total numbers employed per unit of output would provide a 

valid system et' measurement, and also that a similar basis 

may be used for the measurement of supervisory personnel. 

These physioal systems of ceasurement, however, although 

suited to the resource-orientatcd studies are not always 

adequate from the cost approach of the user-orientated stand

point. It is because of the differences in the composition 

of' personnel, even within routine functions, that is often 

of' greater value to measure the input in terms of can-hours 

weighted by the salary level of the various sub-groups, or by 

direct financial measures of the input in terms of total salary 

outlays per unit of output. 

The measuroment of the remaining personnel with the manag

erial and technical services, presents even more diffioultios. 

This is because physical numbers play less effect on their con

tributions in comparison with the special attributes and abili-

tie s required for the performance of their dutias. It is the 

extent to which these qualities exist and their distribution that 

more nearly influences performance levels. Under these circum

stances it is more realistic tc identify the input in terms of' salary 

than any physical criteria. However, it means that such measures 

oan rarely be directly compared with adjustments in output, but 

must be considered always as contributory factors. 

The above discussions of productivity is not and could not 
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be an exhaustive oanual of instructions. It is oerely an 

atteopt to explain sooe of the basic concept and present 

methods of dealing with sooe of the problems enoountered 

with when dealing with productivity measurement and cooparisons. 

Because of the broad range of applications of 

productivity studies it is not possible to dictate a rigid 

policy of measurement and some of the alternative systems 

and alternative interests have been discussed. The final 

choice of selection of input and output factors being left 

to the investigator, who will have to deteroine which factors to 

take, and in what manner they should be moasured, in order to 

achieve the object of his investigation under his given 

circumstances. 
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the possibility 

of establishing a number of suitable produotivity ceasurecents for 

use within a group 0:1.' manufaoturing units, manufacturing a wide 

range of eleotronios equipment and assooiated meohanioal devioes. 

These indexes of productivity to be of such a nature as to enable 

the oomparison of each manufaoturing unit's performance from year 

to year and also enable the comparison of inter-unit performanoe 

An additional functi')n of this investigation is to establish 

and record the performanoe of these manufacturing units over a 

period of five years (1964 - 1968 inolusive) with the intention 

of comparing the movement of a number of input factors in relation 

to the real output values. 

An analysis of the productivity changes of the various input 

factors, recording where possible, any legitimate reasons for 

ohanges in produotivity, whiohare outside the immediate oontrol 

of the relevant works managers and their staff, and ,those 

changes in productivity of one factor whioh may be shown to be 

strongly influenoed by changes in one or more of the other input 

faotors. 

In as far as possible, for reasons of time, and of future 

applioability for the oompany 0 onoerned, the data used will be of the 

type ourrently to be found in the company's acoounting system. The 

use of suoh data will provide a more oonsistent and reliable source 

than estimates produoed from outside this soUt"oe. However, where 

data appears to be inadequate on unsuitable reoommendations will be 
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made as to alt.lrnative :rorms of data required, or attention 

will be drawn to the limitations of the resulting indexes. 
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TIlE COMPANY - AND ITS MANUFACTURING UNITS 

The Company which is the subject of this study is a ~ajor 

manufacturer of eleotronics equipment. Its range of equipment covers 

a wide field, from specialised test equipment to space tracking 

systems, from micro-miniaturised circuits to high power transmitters 

from television cameras and studio equipment to computers. It 

includes the manufacture of many specialised ccmponents and back-

up equipment. 

This range of' manufacture requires a great variety of 

managerial, teohnioal and productions expertise, and the close 

co-ordination of all these functions into an integrated industrial 

complex. 

The manufacturing f'acilitios which are the focus of this 

study, cover light, medium and heavy engineering pro.ctices and involve 

productions processes ranging from floH-line to "one-offs". The 

high rate of technical advance in this type of' industry 

requires constant re-appraisal of these facilities and the 

introduction of advanced production processes and control systems, 

many of which involve computer applications. 

The Company's manufacturing facilities are divided into 

five main manufacturing units, each of which has separate manngement 

and accounting responsibilities. Each manufacturing unit deals 

with a fa.mily of products concerned with a particular area of the 

Company's operations. Hence, one de~s largely with mechanical 

products, heavy engineering involved in the manufacture of aerial 

systems, whilst another might deal with those products in connection 

with aviation. 
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Although in general each manut;acturing unit is oonerned with a 

particular range of products, there is oonsiderable overlap and 

flexibUi ty. The range of products with which a manufacturing 

unit is concerned, remains however, a diverse and rapidly 

changing one, owing to the rapid advance s being made in the 

scienoe and teohnology of eleotronios and electrical engineering. 

Each of the manufaoturing units support a variety of 

service functions which indlude the functions of Engin

eering Services, Material services, Maintenance Servioes, 

Labour Services and Production Supervision. These being the 

areas which will ba analysed in this study. 

Engineering Services include the activities of:

Production Planning 

Produotion Control 

Production Engineering 

Inspection 

Test 

Work Study 

Works Labcratories 

and a number of other minor aotivities which constitute only a 

very small percentage of expenditure even when combined. 

Material Services inolude the functions of:-

Purchasing 

Storekeeping 

Mar shalling 

Internal Transport 

Schedulline 

and again a small number of other associated activities. 
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Maint€nance Servi~ include the activities c£;-

Repair and Maintenance of Maohine . tools 

Repair and Maintenance of Test Gear 

Repair and Maintenance of Furniture. 

Repair end Maintenance of office equipment. 

Cleaning. 

Paint of Buildings. 

Steam Raising 

Removals and Re-organisation. 

include the functions of:-

Personnel Department 

Administration of Fringe Benefits:

Holiday Pa:y 

Sick Pay etc 

Welfare Department 

Canteens 

Medical Facilities 

Training 

Rccruitnent 

The existence of identical overhead allocation codes, and the 

similarity in the accountancy proc€duros enablos accurate comparisons 

to be made between these manufacturing units on"lbe basis of' costs. 

As previously stated however, each manufacturing unit spec

ialises in differing product ranges, and although those are similar 

in terms of basic construction, it will bo appreciated that each has 

a numbor of speoial problems which are peculiar to its operations. 

A brief dexcription of the activities and special functions will help 
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the readers appreciation of these differences. 

The fifth works, Research and Dovelopment Workshops has 

been oIJittod from this study for a nutlber of reasons and will 

therefore not be discussed. 

CHELMSFORD WORKS 

The principal equipments manufactured are:-

High powered transmitters for use in broadcasting and 

telecommunications. 

Radar transIJitter/roceivers. 

Colour television cameras 

and associated equipment such as studio facilities and 

outside broadoasting facilities. 

Analogue oomputers whioh neoessitate the manufacture of 

gears to Class A standards. 

Wave guide labyrinths, which involve intricate meohanioal 

assemblies and complex precision machining. 

Sheet metal work - extensive facilities exist at the 

Chelmsford Works, and provide for the requirements of the other 

works in addition to its own need. 

Thore also exist at Chelmsford extensive facilities for full 

scale system testing which is often required for radar and tele

communication purposes. 

In addition to these equipments and facilitios the Chelmsford 

works also provides facilities for speoialised fibreglass and other 

plastio products. Also th~re exists extensive printed board 

facilities. Much of the Chelmsford produotion consists of small 
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quantities or "ono-off8" to special order. 

BASILDON WORKS 

This manufaoturing unit specialisosin tho production of 

airborne equipment, designed to operate under extreme environ

mental conditions. 

The production of closed circuit television systems is also 

conducted at these works and again are often requirea for extreme 

environmental conditions. 

This manufaoturing unit provides quantity production of 

printed boards and clean area assembly facilities. 

WEMBLEY WORKS 

This faotory concentrates on tho production of:

Telecommunications receivers and Maritime equipment 

The facili tie s of the Wembley Works are set out for batch 

quantity production. It has extensive machine shops and gear 

cutting facilities, again to Grade A classification. The gears 

are mainly used for the production of analogue gearboxes required 

for aeronautical computers. 

GATESHEAD WORKS 

This factory, unlike the others which are situated in close 

proximity to London, is located in the North of England on Tyneside. 

This manufaoturing unit is rosponsible for the production of the 

heavier mechanioal items required by the Company's products. 

Th~se items inolude fixed and moving aerials that are 

required, for teleco~cations, radar and spacc oommunications. 
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ThGse aerials involve constructions of up to 100 f't. in 

diameter, which must be capable e,of being positioned within 

minutes of arc by lleans of electric and hydraulic control. 

The Gateshead Works has extensive facilities fer the 

fabrication of steel and aluminium constructions. 

As will have been seen from the above descriptions, 

the Company displays a disconcerting and hetrogeneous range of 

produots, requiring all manner of expertise. It is this that 

provides one of the most difficult problems in measuring produot

ivity, for the establishment of a sound, and oomparable unit of 

output against which to gauge input factors is always a difficult 

problom and under these circumstances always open to debate and 

criticism. 

However, one factor of the Company operations may well assist 

it in overcoming thesa problems. The manufacturing units, whose 

productivity it is the intention of this study to analyse, all 

manufacture at a "oast price" and supply product divisions who are 

responsible for placing orders on the manufacturing units. Profit 

margins are then added by the product division In consequence 

the problells associated with profits and selling expenses are 

removed from the immediate concern of the I:1anufacturing units, and 

do not therefore influence productivity studies based on these unite 
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THE STUDY 

III Basis of MeasuremoIl1;" and dat!!:...oollcotion 

This paper is concerned with the investigation of produot-

ivity of a nuober of manufacturiilg units within an eleotronics 

group. Its interest lies' n the operation of these manufacturing 

units cnly, and not with the overall oompany performance" As such 

it is the author's intention to look only at the inputs and 

outputs of these units, in real terms, and not with inputs from 

other souroes on the output attributable to those inputs. 

The input and output factors related to this study, the 

basis of measureoent and SOIllO of the arguoents supporting the 

ohoioe of these units of oeasureoent are presented below, and 

it is on this basis that the data presented by the author has 

been collected and analysed. 

Productivity is concerned with "real inputs" and with 

"real output" and every atteopt will be oade to establish units 

of oeasureoent and adjustocnt to ob'Gain data which corresponds 

to these requireoents. 

The sout'ce of information for the data used, in t his study 

of produotivity, is primarily from the Company acoounts and although 

it ia possible in some cases to visualise oore theoretically correct 

foros of data, time and future applicability of this report, 

demands that where possible existing sources of data be utilised and , 

deficienoies allowed for or acknowledged. 

The choioe of output factor selected for the purposes of 

this study is the value of Works Prooessing Costs. This is an 

element of the total of production. 



Within this group of Llnnufacturing units there are 

several possible units in which the output factor oight, 

be oeasured, and the following vdll briefly discuss the 

accounting data available. 

The value of production froo the onnufacturing unit 

consists of two elements, thQt of Works processing cost, which 

represents the cost;bo the vlOrks of oanufacturing and that 

of Works oaterial costs, which represents the value of raw 

oatcrials and purchased components used in onnufacturing. 

There also exists a figure for the value of outpu~ from the 

works which is based on the aLlount of goods actually leaving 

the works to a product division or customGr, at a pre

determined estimated value. 

The prime' reason for not using the value of output 

is that production cycle on much of the equipoent produced is in 

excess of a year. In consequence the value of output recorded 

oay not be a direct result of inputs for that period of tioe, 

and therefore the ratios which would result would be distorted 

by this lag. Also the value of ~tput is an estioated value. 

The elimination of works oaterial cost is baaed on the 

observation that those constitute an input froo another source, and 

in many cases is used as a separate input factor for productivity 

analysis. These inputs of materials and components also include 

other factors of profit and transport costs and when viewed on a 

broader scale the inclusion of oaterials and components costs would 

oonstitute especially in the case whore one works provides another 

with cooponent parts. If uaterial costs were to be included in the 
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value then an increase in purohased materials or oomponents would 

result in an increase in the productivity even though other 

inputs may have remained too sane or even increased, and this 

would be a falsehood. 

Thus i. is suggested by the author that the use of \'Iorks 

processing cost as the value of output, provides a souroe of real 

produotive output which is directly related to the sane period as 

the inputs and whioh elicinates the distortion of profits or 

selling expenses, and the effeots of productive effort from other 

sources 

This output factor of Work processing cost has also been 

chosen in preference to a measurement based on physical units of 

output suoh as units produoed, or equivalent manhours, beoause of 

the wide range of products produced by t his group of manufacturing 

units, and the variety of skills and expertise required to produce 

them. These factors create an extremely difficult weighting 

problem both from the point of view of t ho establishment of a 

"standard product" and from the multitude of bredes of labour. 

Also it is the opinion of the author that measurements based on these 

units would be of little greater value. if any, than those based 

on the financial basis described. 

All the dll ta obtained has been a djusted, using natL'nal pric c 

indexes to provi&e roal time cowparisons of the value of 

production costs. The base YCDX chosen being that of 1964 vthich 

is the stm-ting ycc:r of this study. 

The establishment of an output faotor as above appears to 

provide a satisfactory and realistic value of output for·the purposes 
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of productivity m~asurement. It reflects the aotual 

productive effort employed, on a comparable time base, and 

the cost of value of output directly attributable to that 

produotive effort. It is thus this figure of works proce-

ssing cost which will be used in this analysis and all move-

ments will be measured in relation to this value, so 

established, of "real output". 

By thud eleminating the effects of material and components 

from the "real outpu:t:" value it is possible also to ignore 

its influences on productivity so measured. If, as is 

sometimes required, it is necessary to compare movements 

of materials costs against output, tPis remains an easy operation 

as the figures are recorded separately in the Company acoounts. 

However, in productivity studies it is often only re~ired in 

order to estimate its effect of labour productivity, and if it 

can be eliminated this appears to simplify the problem. 

The second area that re~res consideration is that of 

establishing the methods of measuring the input factors to be 

considered in this paper. The choice of units of output, the 

pound noed not necessarily influence the choice of units 

for input factors, as it is the ratio of input and the movoment 

of these ratios in which we are interested. 

The two input factors, considered by the author to play the m 

most significant roles in the productivity of the manufacturing units 

concerned, and which is suppnrted by most major researchers in this 

subject are those of:-

1. Labour 

2. Capital 



Labour has been a traditional basis of produotivity measure

ment both in this country and abroad. This is because of the 

vonsidcrable influence labour costs and effort have on the 

economy of any country or its ind';'stries. Labour still holds 

the key to the productivity of a nation and is probably the most 

important single factor. However, in recent years the interplay 

of capital has greatly affected the levels of labour performance 

and as sone industries swing away from being labour intensige 

to being oapital intensiva, the effects will become more and 

more pronounoed. It is because of these developments that 

oapital justifies oonsiderable attention in productivity 

analysis. 

Having expressed the need for greater attention to the 

produotivity of c!lpite.l, we must now turn our attention to the 

problems of measuring it. Capital is somewhat more difficult 

to measure than other input factors, and the establishment of a 

realistio value for it is fraught with hazards. 

Capital may be of two main types, fixed capital and vlOrking 

capital. In this study the oost of working capital has been 

excluded as it is not shown as a manufacturing oost, it is in 

fact shown against Head Office accounts and is not a charge to 

production. Land and buildings have been excluded also as these 

are treated Similarly and because of the time faotor prohibits the 

derivation of this data in sufficient details to satisfactory for 

the purposes of this analysis. 

This study will th8refore oonsider the influence of fixed 

capital with the exclusion of land buildings on output, in the 

form of a "oapital productivity index". The term fixed assets 
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will be taken to include the following items:.., 

Plant and Machinery 

Building Services 

Test Equipment 

Motor Vehicles 

Furniture 

Fixtures & Fittings 

and Office Machinery. 

Tho source of data for the calculation of the capital invest

ment level is the year end accounting statements of the indivi

dual manufacturing units. The account statet:ents provide date. on 

the level of new investments, the sale an~er the transfer of 

equipment from t hat ~t, and the level of depreciation. The 

value of new investments less sales an~or transfers and the aoount 

of depreciation are adjusted for inflation in prioes and are set 

against the base year of 1964. By so doing the nott addition 

or deorease in investment is added to or substraoted from the 

previous yellrs total of investoent to provide a year end value of 

oapital investment for that manufacturing unit. Howevei', these 

are accounts figures o:f yOBI' end values and Ilre relevant only to the 

mOlJent in time at which they Vlore compiled. In order to obtain a 

realistic vlllue of capital investoent for that yellr, tho average 

capital investment must be taken not the yellr end values. 

Having established the source and nature of the data, it must 

now be said that it inhermntly suffers from two main sources of 

error, which without considerable expense and a good deal of 

costly effort, in orde to provido more detailed and relevant 

inforaation of the type suggested ollrlier in the paper, oannot 
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be accurately coopensated for. It is therefere ',Toposed to 

acknowledge the existence of these deficiencies and they oust 

be borne in oind when evaluating tho data which results troo 

theo. 

The sources of error and the possible effects of then on 

the productivity index are briefly outlined below and represent 

the authors view of the situation under the given circumstances 

of this study only, althoughtsome of the points expressed nay 

be applicable in other situations under sinilar circumstances. 

(a) Errors due to adjustment to baso period 

For the purposes of this study the year 1964 has been 

established as the base yeer and all expenditure or incomes at 

dates after this base ere adjusted, using price indexes, to 

gi vc the real value in terns of the base year values, 

(constant price). This provides a basis on which to realistically 

conpare movoncnts in the capital expenditure. Unfortunately 

the value of capital expenditure at the base of the yeer consists 

of the cost price less depreciation (at a set rate) for all 

investments up to that date. Many of these investments being 

nade at tines prior to the base date. Technically all expenses 

prior to the base date should be adjusted to base date values 

in order to give a statistically correct base date value. 

However, this beoomes a very difficult job in a Company which has boen 

established as long as this Coopany being studied, changes in 

accountancy procedures and rates of depreciation m~ all affect 

the result. 

It is thus better to accept thJ gross value at the base date 

and analyse the effect of igncring adjustnents prior to that date. 
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The apparent effect is to present an investment figure 

which is slightly low in terIJs of real value. This will 

tend to create a r~.tio, when calculating the productivity index 

which is higher than the theoretically correct ratio and will 

hance tend to reduce the apparent movement of the index. This 

error, however, is slight and deoreasod with additional 

investment and the progress of tine away from the base date. 

(b) Errors due to the use of depreciation figurex. 

Depreciation is an accounting procedure that is used to 

adjust the value of fixed investment, in a attel~pt to 

recover the cost of that fixed asset over its productive life. 

It is nornally a fixed rate of depreciation based on the 

initial sum invested. 

This figure of depreciation which has been used inthis 

paper for the allowance of loss of productioe capacity with age, or 

obsolescence, may nct in fact accurately reflect or relate to the 

true productive capacity of the plant and equipment. This is 

largely due to the fact that, although an investment may be 

"written off" over a period of years, its productive capacity 

may continue to be available over a considerable further number 

of yoars. In fact, sone invGstnents that may be written off, over 

a short period of years through the fear of obsolescence, may indeed be 

be more productive after their value has been recovered than they 

were before 

The alternative method of oalculation using the previous 

mentioned solution, of establishing replacemont values, is not 

liable in this situation owing to the oost of introducing and 
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operating such a date recovery systeo, and the lack of this type 

of data currontly available. 

For these reasons tho author selected the use of 

depreciation figure, for at lee.st these are consistent, and over 

a period of tine tend to reflect trends fairly accurately. 

The applications of company depreciation rates 

tend to err on the safe side, and recover investoents over a 

shorter period than their actual productive life. This tends 

to thus under-value the capital investoent at any oooent in tiDe. 

The effect of this on t he graphs is to once again reduce 

the apparent oovement in the index froo year. 

(c) Errors due to under capitalisation. 

Within this groU#> of oanufacturing units there is 

oonsiderable investment oade, in the foro of specialised test 

and oanufacturing plant, production aids and other equipoent. 

Not all of these investoents appear to have been oapmalised. 

This would again tend to understc.te the value of capital investoent 

within the oanufaoturing units, with the. saL1e effect on the data 

as previously described. 

As has been shown above the sources of error that exist all 

tend to understate the value of fixed oapital. This situation 

oan be allowed for in the interpretation of the resulting data, and 

as long as the data is of consistent nature, provides the best 

existing source of inforoation. 

If, in fact these errors did not exist the graphs of indexes 

would be slightly oore pronounced but the trends would remain the 
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same. 

The oethod of calculating and establishing the value of 

fixed assets is illustrated by the formulae shovm below, as will 

be seen it provides the average fixed investment for the year 

being measured. 

The equations arc:-

C = s + a - d 

A = s + 0 

2 

therefore A = 2s + a-d 

2 

Where S = opening balance for year 

C = closing balance for year 

D = depreciation for period adjusted to 

1964 based period prices. 

a = Additions or transfers of capital adjusted 

to 1964 base period prices 

A = Average value of FIXED ASSETS for year 

at 1964 base period prices. 

We must now return to the subject of labour input, Labour 

productivity has been the basis of oost productivity studies, and 

under oost economic situations provides one of the oost acceptable 

guides as to productivity trends in general. 

This study will look at the contribution of labour in three 

ways. It will look at the contribution provided by direct labour 

resources, this constitutes the direct production effort entering 

the products in the foro of labour. It will look at the contribation 
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of indirect lnbour changes in productivity. Finally, it will look 

at the total contribution of all labour. 

The author has aeain selected a financial unit of measure

ment (the pound) for the basis of the labour index. The cost of 

labour being taken as the real value of input when adjusted to 

1964 base period prices. The author also oonsiders that this is 

the most meaningful unit of mecsurement in the context of this 

study as it reflects directly on managements interest in the cost 

of produotion. 

The use of physical units of meaaurment has been rejected by 

the author for the following reasons which will be discussed 

briefly below. 

The use of the manhour as the basis unit of measuring 

produotivity trends, has been rejected in the case of this study 

owing to the extreme difficulty of accurately weighting the 

relative values of the multitude of grades of the different labour 

skills and effort required by both of t he two major sections of 

lnbour~ direct lnbour and indireot labour. Thc wdghting of man

hours under these ciroumstances is not only desirable, but in order 

that a realistic degree of accuracy be achieved, a necessity. 

The rejection of mexiliours weighted by the relative wage 

levels is on similar grounds. The weighting being only possible 

within very broad bands. This system also reflects the additional 

financial burden on the cost of overtime premiums. 

As may be soen, and as was explainod in the introduction to 

this paper, the physical octhods of measuring productivity under 

the situations encountered in this study, v/here there are labour 
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differences not obly within our lilanufacturing unit but, between 

the oanufacturing units as well, are very cooplex e.nd froo the 

user-orientated point of view, far less oeaningful and thus of less 

value to oanagement, than the cost orientated analysis which has 

been suggested above. This does not Dean however that physical 

units of neasurement would be of no value to oanageoent, but it 

would depend on the end use to which the study was to be put and 

the degree of importance attached by the coopany to its labour 

levels and possibly its future requirelilents of certain grades of 

labour. 

We will now proceed to discuss the input factors which 

this study is to consider in addition to lhose of labour and 

capital. The lilovelilent in the productivity of these next 

input factors are of little value on their own but are useful 

in providing further inforoation on the reasons for changes in 

the general movelilent of productivity. They can also however 

provide sooe useful control data for the area related to the index. 

The input factors that are to be considered within this 

study are lioited to five of the lilain overhead categories of the 

lilanufacturing units or certain seotion of theo which the author 

considers to be oore useful or relevant to the purposes of 

productivity analysis. 

The input factors are as follows, the order not being of any 

significance and not intended to represent any order of priority:

Production Supervision 

Material Services 

Engineering Services 
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Maintenance Services 

and Labour Services 

The groups consisting of the functions previously defined 

tithin this paper when discussing the nature of the coupany and 

its manufacturing units. 

The unit of measurement ohosen here, is again the 

financial one and is related to only that part of the overhead 

costs that constitutes the labour changes. An exception has been 

made to this, in the case of maintenance overheads at the 

Chelmsford Works, where the material costs were available as a 

separate items and it was considered worth treating this 

separately, as it forms a major part of the overhead costs for 

that department. Unfortunately, these figures were not readily 

available for the other manufacture units, and thus, because of 

the time involved in recovering them, they have not been shown 

It is thought however, that a further survey of this area a some 

future date might show some interesting and useful results, as is 

indicated by the Chelmsford figures, 

The input factor of production supervision consists of the 

labour charges for the staff grades of, superintendents, foremen 

and chargehands. The terminology used by the various works varies 

slightly, but the functions emd responsibilities are braadly the 

same. Total labour costs have been taken in preference to manhours 

for the same reasons as previously stated for the Labour input factor 

and in order to maintail uniformity of the data. 

The input of material services and engineering services are 

also composed of the labour costs of operating these services which 

include those function previously listed when describing the 
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company actiilitiell. The different manufacturing units again may 

have different structures, but the cost code groupings are 

largely the same and cover the sacs areas of operation. It 

must be appreoiated however that any radical changes in structures 

will affeot the validity of the year to year movilments of the 

productivity indexes and must be recorded in order to 

analysa the true movements. 

Maintenance service inputs have been treated in a 

similar manner as the above inputs in respect of labour costs, 

but as stated the material cost is of considerable interest in 

this instance, beoause maintenanoe requires oonsiderable 

material, in various forms, in addition to adoinistrative 

mat~rials. The amount of material costs will tend to vary in a 

different manner to labour oosts and be more dependant on the 

short term changes in production through-put and thus on mahhine 

and plant utilisation, than on theJonger 

affeoting production capacity. 

term changes 

Labour service inputs have also been dealt vlith on the 

basis of labour costs, although, here the labour oharges are 

normally of anindirect type of sost suoh as holiday pay, siok 

pay, training and other fringe benefits, and constitute not so 

much a cost of operating a servioe group, as a cost incurred by 

the employment of the total labour force. 

All the oasts involved in the measurement of these input 

factors are oorreoted in terms of real value to a 1964 base. The 

adjustements are made on the basis of prioe and wage indicies 

published by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research, 
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in their Economic Review Nucber 48 publish in May, 1969. This 

source was used largely because of its inclusion of 1968 

figures. 

The figures for the total labour costs are adjusted using 

a weighted combination of the hourly and weekly rate movements 

provide in t he above review, in an attempt to c or.lpensate for 

the ratio of direct and indirect labour er.lploycd \Vi thin the 

r.lanufacturing units. Tlio ratio used is a 2.1 ratio, which 

although not CXl1Ct is a close approximation which is suitable 

for use in all four manufacturing units. Again however 

any major changes in this ratio would require a modified 

weighting index. 

The above discussion suggests that a lerge nucber 

of statistical and conceptional errors may exist, but with 

due aeknowledgccnt of them, they can be roasonably interpreted 

and allowed for. The problems arc nany, but consistency of 

data overcomes many possible criticisms. 

The above discussion serves to illustrate the complexity 

of problems of measuring productivity in a oomplex industrial 

organisttion, and perhaps also the indefinite state of the 

science of productivity measurement. This does not howver 

render the results of such investigations void, in fact, as long 

as the errors are understood and reasonably consistent they in

fluence the trends to only a small extent and normally only 

affect the r;mgnitude of the movements. 
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PART IH - 41 -

THE PRODUCTIVITY GRAPHS 

The produotivity grephs are divided into four groups, each 

re1eting to the perforeance of an individual uanufeoturing unit. 

Each group of graphs consist of seven separate graphs showing 

the produotivity trends, of eaoh input factor investigated in 

this study, over a period of five years, counenoing 1964, 

and continuing to and ino1uding 1968. This span of years was 

chosen as it is the nost reoent period of five years for which 

all data required was available. 

Eaoh productivity graphs starts on the base year of 1964 

with the index equal to 100. Tho index values for the years 

following the base year are calculated as shovm in Part V 

froe the data sheets shown in Part IV. The data sheets all 

being compiled from the company aooounts. 

The analysis of the graphs resulting frou the coupilcd data 

will be treated in two main seotions. Section (i) will look at 

the individual graphs of eaoh manufaoturine unit, analyse 

UOV8,;)ents, where possible, of eaoh input, faotor and ooropare 

the moveuonts of one input faotor against another. Section (ii) 

will attempt to dray, coeparisons betvToen the individual manu

facturing units. 



SECTION I 

CHELMSl~RD WORKS 
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LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 

The trend illustrated by the labour productivity graph 

shows a steady upward trend with respect to direct labour 

productivity. The trend of indirect labour productivity 

has a sharp peak for the year 1966, other than this 

exceptional deviation the general trend is upwards, The co~

bination of indirect and diroct labour into a total labour 

figure reflects to some consid~rable extent tho influence of 

indirect labour movements with a peclc in 1966 but a general 

upward trend. 

The magnitude of the variation in the year ending the 

31 st Decouber, 1966 is difficult to explain. The dr/lLlatic 

increase of nearly one oillion pounds in the works processing 

costs represents a 25% inorease in this cost over the 1965 

value of expenditure. 

Considerable investigations have been ~ade into this 

situation vdth the following results. 

Tho sharp deviation could be due to the co~bined affect of 

faotors, which interact and in oonsequence make any definite 

statement as to the exact cause of deviation difficult. It it 

thought however, after consulation with the various ~embers of 

the company, that the major contributions to such results are:-

(a) The year of 1966 was a 53 woek accounting period in 

contrast t the other years considered within this study 

which were 52 week accounting periods, This moans an 

additional weeks production is involved and will increase 

the works processing costsfor that year, It will also 
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inorease the total labour oosts for that year but not 

neoessarily to the saUG extent. 

(b) The overhead recovery rate for the manufacturing unit 

was increased in that yet~ (1966) and resulted in a 

surpluS recovery of approximately £250,000, which it 

should be noted reduces the re:al processing oost by that 

sum. To maintain comparability of the figures the works 

processing cost should be adjusted to allow for this. 

(c) There was a possible transfer of responsibility for 

the works accounts to Hee.d Office accounts in that year, 

which reduced the ratio of direct to indirect labour. This 

appears to be part of a deliborate company policy at that 

time to reduoe or stabalize indirect labour. 

(d) A steady increase in the direct labour force enabled 

higher produotion and involved a high production spend. 

(e) It may also be noted that during the two previous years 

thore had been a considerable auount of capital investment 

which may have influenced the 1966 performance. 

·rhus it nay be seen that the 1966 figures may be the 

results of a deliberate and determined affort by management 

to cut indirect expenses, whilst expanding direct labour and 

utilising capital expondi turo of the previous year. This 

combined with a high activity level and the additional 

operating week would appear to be responsible for the 

exceptional increase in indirect labour productivity for 

that year. 
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The capital productivity curve shows a general downwm'd 

trGnd with the exception again of 1966. The reasons for this 

exception being the very high "Works Processing Cost" 

for this year and a cut back on capital expenditure .also. 

The general trend however, suggests that capital 

expenditure is occurring at a rate that exceeds the increases 

in output and it thus this which Day be responsible for the 

general upward trend in labour productivity rather then the 

increased efficiency of the labJur force itself. The slight 

recovery of the curve in 1968 Day be largely due to the trans.

fer of a large amount of fixed assets mmy frOD the Chelosford 

works and also the general increase in output (W.r.C.) 

The trend described above is indicative of the current 

trend of industries to substitute to 80mo considerable extent, 

capital for labour. 
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PRODUCTIVITY OF PRODUCTION SUPERVISION 

The trend of this input fector, after a drop in 1965 is 

ste£'.dily upwords, aided by the high output (W.O.C.) in 1966 

and a sharp cut back in number s in 1967. The drop in graph 

for 1965 being lergely due to a rapid increase in super

visory staff. 

The total movement is slightly below the average for 

indirect labour in general but is showing a satisfactory and 

steady improvement. 
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MATERIAL SERVICES PRODUCTIVITY 

During the initial stages o~ the study the productivity 

index increased rapidly by the high activity levels of 1965 and 

1966, the sudden drop in 1967 can be largely explained by the 

organisational chanGed in this area which involved large 

expansions o~ SOlle o~ the activities within this group, the 

introductions o~ ncw activities and the trans~er cf SOIlO 

responsibilities froIl the shop floor to the laatorial Services 

departIlents. These changes resulted in the total cost of this 

overhead group nearly doubling in one ye2~ and thus the curve 

oannot be taken as indicative or produotivity as the year to 

year 

taken 

figures arc not cOllpatable. A hew base yeur needs to be 

(possibly 1968), in order to establish an indo:.: o~ 

any value, but this is not possible without applying this 

new base to all productivity lleasurellents within this study. 

Under these circullstances it is perhaps best to acknolvledgo 

the structural changes and then consider ~uture movements with 

this in mind. 
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ENGINEERING SERVICES PRODUCTIVITY 

Here the trend is again significantly influenced by the 

1966 figures showing a. rapid rise in the index for 1966, which 

follows a slight drop in 1965 which appears to be duo to an 

increase in eoploycent level in this cateciory. Tho sustained 

high index figures for 1967 and 1968 are largely attributable 

to the decrease labour vd thin this category in relation to the 

outpub (IV.P.C) level. 
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MAINTENANCE SEj,:a.£E~ 2;EODUCTlVITY 

The pro duc ti vi ty index f'or these s"rvicos f'olloV/s very 

closely to the output (w.P.c.) f'or the ye£xs, indicating a 

relatively stable labour situation. In f'act in terQs of' real 

values based on 1964 prices, the cost of' labour dropped, acc

ounting f'or the slight upward trend OVor and above that 

attributable to output (W.P.C) changes. 

'1his situation exists when measuring over a short period 

of ye~~s because Qcintenance is only very indirectly linkod 

to output but tJore directly t) the amount of plant and machinery 

which tend to fluctuate over a nuch on"e-r pccriod of' tirue. 

In the cc-se of ehelr.1sford works, it wp.s also possible to 

plot the cost, on output, of r.1aterial which r eveala a re-pid up

ward trund in the index. This nay be linkod to the high rate 

of now capital investoent in 1964 and 1965 which Vloulcc roquire 

less replaccr.1ont parts or material than would older plant. 
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LABOUR-E.EI'VICES PR2DUCTIVITY 

In the case of this input factor, the index drops in 1965 

probably due to the higher overall labour situation which would 

r~quire gree.ter costs in this area as well. The rapid rise in 

1966 may again be attributed to the high level of activity 

in this year, with little ohange in indireot labour. The 

oontinuing rise in 1967 to a new peak and Llaintananoo of a high 

level in 1968 may be largely due to a ohange in polioy affect

ing oontract labour. 

Contract labour employed within t he Chelnsford works are 

charged as follows, they arc charged to the scctbn in Ivhioh they are 

are employed at the average rate for that seotion, the balanoe 

of the oost is oharged against overheads and is included within 

this category. 

Thus it may be seen that a reduotion in contraot labour 

1'lOuld reduce the labour oharge against labour servioes overhead, 

this reduction being approximately £175,000 in 1967. 
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SUMMllRY 

The above analysis of productivity within the Chelmsf'ord 

work shows a steady upward trend, although the graphs arc soco

what docinated by the 1966 figure s which show an exceptional 

standard of perforfuance. 

The relative covements of the labour and oapatal indexes 

seem to suggest that some of the increase in labour productivity 

is due to the substitution of capital for labour. 

The transfer ef costs from the shop floor expense codes 

to caterial sorvices has been largely responsible, along with 

the expansion of the caterial servioes, for the rapid ilrop in 

the productivity index for this input factor. 

The elimination of contract labour froc the Chelmsford 

works has resulted in a continued climb in the labour services 

productivity index. 

The steady upward olicb in activity level has supported this 

trend along with a positive management polioy to reduce indirect 

costs. 
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LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 

The WOLlbley Works are relatively new, having COLlIJenoed 

operation in 1963, the increase in activity level has been 

fairly slow until a sharp rise occurred in 1968. In contrast 

to this there has been a oonsiderable and steady effort to 

inorease labour resouroesof both direct and indirept cate

gories. This Llay be due to the location of the factory 

in North West London and the labour situation there, 

The combined effect of these two factors has resulted 

in a drop in the labour productivity index in 1965 which is 

followed by a slow but. steady recovery in the following 

years, resulting in an increased productivity index in both 

categories by 1968. Had 1965 been chosen as the base 

year a continuous iLlproveoent would be shown 

The poorer perforoanoe shown by direct labour would appear 

to be partially due to the lower flexibility of this category 

of labour in this area. It is le ss easy to disDiss and 

reoruit many of the direot grades of labour. There was 

however, a out baok in employoent level in 1967 which 

assisted the inorease in the productivity index. 
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CAPITAL PRODUCTIVITY 

The oapital produotivity trend has shown a remarkable and 

oontinuous upward movement. 

This is probably due to the faotory being relativoly new 

and requiring little new oapital invostment over and above that 

existing at the base date of 1964. In faot the value of 

fixed assets depreoiation has exoeeded the rate of new in

vestment showing a net inorease in fixed assets in 1964, 1965 

1966 and 1967 with a soall inorease in 1968, whioh is in lino 

with the inoreased aotivity 

In the light of these figur" s for oapital produotivity 

the steady oliob in labour produotivity sinoe 1965 appears to be 

Vlholly due to inoreased labour effioienoy at a high aotivity 

level. 
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PRODUCTIVITY OF:-

PRODUCTION.,2UPERV1.SION 

MATERIAL SERVICES 

ENGINEERING SERVICES 

MAINTENANCE SERVICES 

The trend o~ all these services ~ollow the saQe pattern 

a pattern which is similar to that o~ labour in general. The 

main d~~erence between these services and the total indirect 

labour being the slight continuation o~ the decline o~ the index 

in 1966 and the more rapid escalation in 1968. This only 

serves to emphasise the relative i~lexibility of indirect 

labour in terms o~ numbers employed. 

Tho improvement of the index for maintenance servicesio 

1966 is due to an apparent decrease in numbers in that year, 

which appe~s to have been a temporary situation. 

The reasons for t he general trend has Ilhready been 

discussed under labour productivity and these also apply to these 

services. 
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LABOUR SEHVICES PRODUCTIV..lTY 

Here the productivity trend differs frou the others in 

1965 this being largely due to a fall in costs of this overhead 

Holiday pay rose in 1965 so the decrease Dust have occurred 

in training or welfore payoent. 

The trend returns to a similar pattern in 1966 and Day be 

explained as previously in the analysis of labour productivity 
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BUMMAAy 

Wembley Works being of' recent origin shows an initial 

drop in labour produotivity but starts to reoover in a 

steady manner so that in 1968 a total reoovery has been made 

with some advanoement on the baso year (1964). Most of' this 

reoovery appears to be due to increased ef'f'ioienoy and not 

to capital investment. 

The activities level of' Wembley Wprks has increased 

steadily over the years of' the study, and the final increase 

in 1968 has resulted in more effioient use of resources. 

A good control appears to have been exeroised over the 

labour costs and much of the improved productivity is due to 

this. 
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SECTION I 

BA SI L DON WO R K S (No.1) 
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LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY - -
There appeexs to have been little roal change in 

productivity of either total labour or indirect labour until 

1968, when a high level of activity and W.l'.C. spend 

occurred creating a rise of about 7% over the base year 

performance, Direct labour however, has moved nhead 

after a slight drop in 1965. Much of this movement may be 

due to the continuous injection of new capital in the 

terms of fixed assets. 

Real labour costs have risen steadily indicating increase 

in numbers employed, especially within the indirect oate-

gories this may also be responsible for the low increase in 

produotivity particularly in the years 1965 and 1966 when 

labour costs rose at a faster rate than the value of out-

put (W.F.C.). 

The cut back in labour cost during 1967 was sufficient 

in the case of direct labour to maintain the rise in productivity 

but insuffioient to hold indirect labour productivity at its 

1966 levels. 
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~AL PRODUCTIVITY 

The oapital productivity trend is rapidly downwards 

reflecting the high rate of capital expenditure, without 

the supporting levels of output (W.F.C.) the slight 

recovery in 1968 being due to the increased output (W.F.C) 

in that ye~r. 

Unfortunately, the drop in productivity of capital 

is not balanced by the expected increased in labour product

ivity and it is hoped that the investQants show ioproved 

labour productivity before long cOQbined with an iQprovamont 

in capital productivity. 
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~UCTIVITY OF FRODUCT~ONS SUPERVISION 

Tho trend of this input factor has boen steadily downwards 

with a slight recovery in 1968. This hloveuent reflects the 

high rate of increase in the cost of production .. supervision 

which has exceeded the rise in '.vorks processing. 

The r~tio of Supervisory costs to works processing see~s 

high in cooparison with other works and this oay be the reason 

for the poor results. On the other hand it oay be that the 

type of labour now o~ployed, or the-nature of the work, 

requires higher lcv els of supervision than was the ocse in 

1964. 
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MATERIAL S~ICES PRODllQ.TIVITY 

The movement of the index in this case, although 

flutuating from year to year, has boen stet.dUy upwards, result

ing in a 14% ir.lprOVer.lent by 1968. 

The peak in the graph for 1966 being due to the higher 

level of activity in that yoer, and the fall in 1965 being due 

apparently to a sharp increase in the labour costs which 

appear to be general across all the service inputs. 

The relatively good performanoe hero, has assisted in 

holding the ovorall performance of indirect labour fairly 

steady. 
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~INEERING S~RVICES PRODUCTIVITY 

Here again we have a sioilar pattern of productivity to 

that which we havo seen for production supervision. 

A steady increase in output (W.P.C.) has not been 

sufficient to support the Dore rapidly expanding labour costs 

which represents additional labour, over the period 1964-1966. 

The continued drop in 1967 occurred because although labour 

costs were cut, they were not reduced in line with output 

(vr .P.C.) The rel10very in 1968 cane about becauso not only 

did output (W.P.C.) expand but, labour costs were consider

ably further reduced. 

,t 
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MAINTENANCE SERVICES PRODUCTIVITY 

The trend here is again the fall in the early years of the 

study followed by 0. slight recovery. 

However, the sharp decline in 1966 appears to be due to 

a rapid expansion of oaintenanoe servioes and not just average 

movement. It is therefore, doubtful if the period prior to 1966 

is compo.table with the years 1966 onwards in real terms, but 

when viewed from the viewpoint of the manaBement, the future 

trends will still be of considerable interest. 

The original level of maintenance may have been inadequate 

and with increasing fixed assets, in the form of plant and 

machinery additional expenditure would be required. 
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LABOUR SERVICES PRODUCTIVIJ.L 

Here the effect of rapidly increasing labour force shows 

itself in the 1965 figures the additional holiday pay, welfare 

payments and training or the additional labour force in total, 

all being reflected in this input factor. 

The large increase in labour in 1966 in conjunction with 

a smaller increase in output (W.P.C.) resulted in the drop 

in productivity and the recovery in 1966 was due to a high 

level of "forks processing. This recovery was oaintained to sooe 

extent but a slight fall resulted froo the continuing high 

level of co sts. 
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SlThll·IJ.RY 

The general pmoture illustrated by these graphs is one 

of a deoline in produotion in the nrly years of the study but 

a rooovery ooourred toward the end. 

The impression reoeived from these graphs wes that the 

manufaoturing unit was inoreasing labour and oapital resouroes 

in antioipation of further orders, these did not materialise 

until toward the end of the study period and henoe the plant 

was working under oapacity and should be able to show 

further improveoent given an adequate work load. 

N.B. For the purpose of company interest the data given 

is for Basildon I and excludes the "MARTEL" Project. 
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SECTION I 

WORKS 
·.~ ... ~u __ 
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LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 

The trend of direct and indirect labour present two 

slightly different pictures, but with the exception of the 

1965 results, the stories arc the same. 

Tho Direct Labour index has shovm continuous progress 

throughout the period of t he study and achieved a 20% iuprove

uent over the five year period. This was achieved in spite of 

a falling output (W.P.C.) initially by a sharp decrease in 

labour levels. The sudden increase in activity levels in 1968 

was met by a very rapid recruituent of labour and once more. 

This state of affairs being largely due to the considerable 

greater availability of labour in this area in comparison with 

the other works located in close proximity to London. 

The Indirect Labour productivity index cluuped in 1965, 

thus,was because of the sudden drop in output(W.P.C.) and 

because of the additional problems associated vrith discharging 

indirect categories of labour. The recovery after this point 

however, whows as the result of a stec.dy reduction in indirect 

labour. The final stage of reoovery being again due to tho 

expansion in activity and the availability of labour to support 

it. 

The overall picture is a good one providing the new level 

of activity is uaintained or increased without increasing the lab

our force at too greater Cl rate, 
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CAPITJ.L PRODUCTJXI'!! 

The capital productivity index shows a pattern similar 

to that of indirect labour, but for different reasons. 

Capital investment was rath~r high in 1965 resulting in 

the sudden drop in the index to which, output (W.P.C.) 

had falled, The subsequent recovery being achieved by the 

tre.nsfer of large aoounts of fixed assets to other works 

and finally by the sudden increase in activity level during 

1968. 

It is difficult under these circumstances to see any 

interaction between labour produotivity and capital investment 

the picture being so blurred by the rapid changes in labour levels 

and in the 8nount of capital investoent, 
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PRODUCTION SUPERVISION PRODUCTIVITY 

The increase of the cost of production supervision in 1965 

et a tine Vlhen the activity level had been drastically re(Iuced 

resulted in the sharp drop in the index for this input 

faotor. The decrease in costs in the tVlO subsequent years 

provided the base for a steady r~eovery and as production 

activity increased in 1968 the recovery Vias conplete although 

the increase in costs that year seens rather high. 
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MATERIAL SERVICES PRODUC.!IVITY 

The trend hero is siuilar to that discussed under prod

uction supervision, but the drop in 1965 was less becauso a 

cut b!1Ck in expenditure was achieved and although it was 

insufficient to hold the index steady, it did reduce the 

fall. A slight recovery ,vas made in 1966 partly due to 

further cuts in cost and partly due to a slight increase 

in cutput (W.P.C.) The soali drop in 1967 was aloost 

totally due because of a further decline in activity level 

but there was also a very sr:.all increase in the cost of this 

input factor. 

A good recovery was made in 1968 by the rapid increase 

in aotivity and the availability acain of the necessary 

labour. 
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ENGmEE..Jill!.G SERV;rCES. PRODUCTIVI1X 

The trend of the indox of engineering services is the sarJe 

as for oatoriru. services. The oagni tude of t he changes are 

however, slightly different, the costs are reduced rapidly 

in 1965, resulting in only a 15% drop the level after 

this is nem-ly constant and the graph krgely reflects 

changes in output (W.P.C.) The rocovery occurs in the 

now characteristic manner with the rapid increase in 

activity accompanied by the increase in labour to support 

it, whilst achieving substantial increase in productivity. 
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MAINTENllNCE SERVICES PR...QDUCTIVITY 

The movements of the caintanance services index is 

unlike that for any of the oth~r input factors for this 

manufaoturing unit, with the exception of the recov0ry in 1968. 

The sharp rise in productivity in 1965 is due to a severe 

out-in labour cost in this category, the sloV/or deoline in the 

index. in 1966 and 1967 being the result of a slow build: 

up of labour oost in this oategory onoe more. Tho final recovery 

resulting from the high nctivity level in 1968 which was 

accompanied by only a small increase in labour costs. 
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LABOUR SERVICES PRODUCTIVITY 

This graph reflects the general movement of labour indicated 

by t he previous factors. The small labour force requiring 

lOVler payments from this overhead category. The total labour 

situation did not change as rapidly as the output resulting 

in the lower index value in 1965 and 1966 figure also being 

affectwd by t he fact thnt though it VIas down in 1964 it was 

up in 1965. The further drop in costs in 1967 resulted in a 

small improvement and the rapid change in output (W.P.C) in 

1968 Vlith little or no change in the cost of this input faotor 

resulting in the consiGerable improvement in that ye~. 
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SUMMARY 

The index movements shown by these graphs illustrate the 

change in fortunes of this manufacturing unit, 

Tho decrease in activity resulting in the necassity to 

lower the labour force and hence oosts. The graphs show the 

high degree of sucoess in reducing tho direct labour foroe 

rapidly and thus improving the productivity of this section 

of labour. The graphs also show the somewhat slower reaction 

in the indirect seotion and thus again illustrate the lower 

flexibility of indirect labour. 

The capital graph showB the normal lag that occurs when 

dealing with capital, this also taking a year or so to 

reduce. 

The overall recovery shown in all the graphs by the return 

to a high activity level with little or no "real" increase in 

the total labour costso over the 1964 figures reflects hope for 

future improvements. 



PlIRT III 

SECTION I 

INTER-MliNUFACTURING UNIT COMPkRISONS 
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The comparison of the manufacturing units with each other 

presents a number of problems. The difference in age of the 

establishments, the age of the plant, the skills required, 

the type of product, the cost of labour and the availabaity 

of labour, all create a changing and dynamic situation. 

Each of the tlDnufacturing units contained in this study 

display different needs and facilities in respect to the 

factors mentioned above, Wembley havine; been in operaticm 

only since 1963 in comparison with Chelmsford which dated 

back to 1897, the manufacture of mechanical components at 

aateshead in comparison with the wide variety of sophisticated 

electronic equipment at Chelmsford. The different wage rates 

at Wembley (Landon rates) in comparison with aateshead. 

The variations between the units inhibit detailed comparison 

of productivity and it is only in the terms of overall trends 

that comparisons may be drawn. 

The comparisons of movements in labour productivity and 

capital productivity seem to present the best basis for 

comparison. 

N.B. To some extent changes in wages rates are cancelled by the 

selection of ' 'Works processing cost" as the output measurement, 

any increase in labour rates being reflected in Works processine; 

oast. 
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Chelmsford Works has a situation where the index of labour 

productivity is steadily improving over the period of the 

study but appecrs to be doing so as the result of considorable 

capital expenditure, the index of capital productivity moving 

slowly do,,'nwards in general. This suggests that although some 

of the increase in labour productivity Qay be due to increased 

efficiency of labour, much of it is probably as the result 

cf capital substitution for labour. 

Wembley works in comparison has shown with the exception 

of a general drop in 1965, a steady improvement of labour 

productivity, whilst at the same time creating little or no 

increase in fixed assets, which has resulted in a very 

rapid rise in capital productivity. It appe~rs therefore, 

that Wembley has not only improved it labour efficiency, but 

done so with reduced assets. This hovrever, may not bo the true 

picture, remembering that Wembley a relatively new unit and 

hence most cf its plant is new and its ep!?rators new. ·This 

could mean that much of the improvement is due to not just in

creased in labour, efficienoy but to additional training 

and increased experience. 

Basildon works has been involved in heavy capital expenditure 

which has resulted in a massive drop in the capital index. The 

labour index of productivity has been rather erati~ but, shows 

a slight upward trend. This small upward trend of the labour 

index is not however, in keeping with the somewhat larger 

movement of the capital index, which could be greator .... ~; .. ,: ... _ 
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potential for futuro production (there normally being a log be

tween investment and resultant production). 

Gateshead works have had a very lean period and have 

responded well in maintaining their direct labour index 

in a steady climb and also well in containing their in

direct index in the manner shown, The recent climb in the 

capital index in parallel with the climb in the labour index 

indicates considerable improvement in labour efficiency, and 

although some of the improvement in the capital index was due 

to the transfer and sale of fixed assets, the continuous 

investment in new fixed assets through out the period of the 

study would appear to place Gateshead works in a very 

strong position. Labour availability has a very great 

importance in the result of these works. 

J.s may be seen from the above the comparison of actual 

results is almost impossible because of the variation in the 

environmental faotors affecting eaoh individual manufacturing 

unit. However, it may be seen that all works have, over the 

five year period made some advance in labour productivity, the 

greatest advance being obtained by Chelmsford Works. It may also 

be seen that only two units have succeeded in improving both 

capital and labour indexes, Gateshead and Wembley works, 

but the reasons for this have already been discussed end only 

future years will show how permanent these improvements may be 
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Other ~actors that can have a major influence on the 

per~orJaance Ilre the Jaain cOJapany order book and the 

proportion o~ work which cnn be handled by any one o~ the 

man~acturing units by virtue o~ the type o~ product. 
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ts. 

1964- 196~ 

4-2~ 4-10 
. 

1'2.9·9 13S 

100 104-

4-23 4.'5'2 

£,49 74-7 

123·4- 1CZ8· 7 

100 106·1 

64-9 ·105 

1012. -, i,Q.il 

iOn 1D5 

1,072. 1.,1 (,0 

. 

19bb 1961 i9bCJ 
529 510 584-

. 
147-3 153·1 ih3-5 

109 115 I 1£0 -, 

4-'3b 4-5't 4-'67 

84-6 ~bi 945 
-1 

.:134-·7 159·8 14-8<8· I 
113-5 ifS iZb 
145 ,30 750 

i.375 -1,371 

I 
1,5'29 ! 

I . i1.O i1.S i 1.2 

1,'250 1.1.90 1,2.55 



Cosr cl=' 'WDbU(!Tf£»..l SuP£k:"~/olJ 

mS, of NIl'tTe:i2IAL ~EN(LfS 

CosT C,F Et.lC.\NEE.~{t-lC.. ';;E.{(vIGES 

CoST OF MhlIE~Aw:E: Sd\/1US 

C.OST Of liogclll( S;~"las 

W9tC.E \l\\b£X. i9SS '6f\S£. 

W~E. It-lb£i ~tffilsra Tt) ~ b4-gPtS£ 
Arffij ~rm C.OST.:5J,!:lb4- BAS£. 

VQot:.UCTlDtJ S:UPdVIS1ON 

MftlE~\RL SE.~"IC£S 

. 6!C,lfoJE£R.II,Jt. sE.iMce..-s. 

M!\ltJT"ffi\J ANa: 'S£.Q\ltc£'s 

LA&::ru.e S£RIfIc.eS 

BI1SILDON WORKS . 

1964- . 

7b,4-17 

7'6, '35'6 

254.,4-bS 

31.,34-0 

"60,4-4-2 

125·6 
100 

'/b,4-1"1 

1"6, 'i5 5'3 

2.54-,4- 6::' 

31.,340 

'00,4-4-1· 

..l' 
~~. 

1965 

.94-,K9o 

39,14-2 

'29~, S~lo 

.31,02:>1 

.95,104-

131· (3 

105 

' .90,4.00 

'65,000 

2'34-,500 

.35,300 

80,700 

i9bb 

11'2,990 

90,0G'6 

351,04-4-

4-9,9'2.0 

103,'2.'34-

138·9 

·Ho 

1..02,700 

'31,900 

319,000 

45,4-00 

9thO()O 

i9bl 1.96'3 

iB,457 12,0, '21.'6 

93, S33 {04-,S'85 i 

354-, i '34- 3bb,04S 
---

4'iS,331 56'Q~ 
104-,332. 124,079 . 

.:1.4·4·1 iS3·7 I 
iiS 1 '2. 2. 

I 

9'(.,'600 101,000 I 
~b,OOD 1 "6b,ooo 1 
30'6,000 300,000 1 
42,000 4b,ioo 

3 0J900 io~,'?oo I 



IV GATESHEiJ> WORKS 



1 

2 

3 

4-

~ATE5I-\EAD WORKS. . p 
1((ODO)S . 

. 

1.964- 19b5 i9bb 19(;'7 19b~ 

~ OUT'PUT" . 
584- 4-79 491 4-~b 757 

WD~kS H2DLf5SltJ~ COST 

t'flC.E INDEX :1.958 BAS£. 111-5 1£6·7 119·9 1'2.i·4- 11..6 -8 

'PQ1C.E. Tt-.lDE.)( ~D3;11$TED To 
. 

iOo 1.05 1075 109 114-19 f,4- B?S£. 
.~ .. 

WORkS 'P2cC£SSI~C:; CoS!. 
584- 4-56 457 44-6 665 

~t)JUSTfI:) -ro 1.9b4- BfI';£.. 

~LL Ill/DE.'£. tJIAM~t::Rs ,uSED ~({f. 01?Tl\ltJ£r:l FRDt'1:-

TI·IE NATloJJP.L It.JSTITU.\~ OF 8:cNO!J\LC PrND $OClf\L RE.SE.f\Q[H 

\\ [CDNOMLL 'KEVIEW 11 

1 

[.3):: lNbt:.-"i ~R Cu!2e.ek.if'IEAQ.. J( lDO 

INI:£.x. Fe « BA'2lE 'fEfil?.. 
(4-) :: • Ou I ~~~~ )l. ioo 

A.1YS-llSrE".b 1Hbs)( 



O?I?IJI!JC, CAPITilL FOr<? l1::.RIOD 

t1t:>tlIT"lo t-lS 

Sf\L.£S 

TR.A~F~R5 

DEPR.E:c'lmON 

NET f\t)hITlON.S I'D LAPITAL 

Ci\P,ThL I~~E.)( 1.9521 BAS£ 

Cf\PITC>.L IN tl£:~ 1964- BAS/£ 

\\b't:.l'110N~ TD CAPITP.L~'3U~E.O 

Cl.O.SltJC. EI\lJ\NCE. RlR l'e:R.toD 

A:IERP!~G. INV€Sm8.1T me B:~IQD 

t' 

aATt.S~EAD WORKS. 
{Cooo),=>. 

i9b4- . 1.9(,5 
, 

2. 4-3,251. ·250,7iO 

2.9, <63'2 79}4-b3 

(2)~57) (6,934) 

i,4-71 -

( 1.i,4-715) (2~!p74-) 
7A·5'3 52,455 
1.09 113 

100 , 103·1 

7)4-5~ 50,600 

2.50,710 301,310 

2.4-b,9~i 17b,010 

i96G 1.961 i'3 &13 

801,3iO 24-7,310 234,010 

47,155 i5,9Z3 3b,4-bb 

U.)57S) 0)'310) ( 4,2.99) 

(7b,7S&') (14-;04-'6) (Z.,545) 

(lb,267) (29,14-2) (24-, '679) 

(58,44(;,) (1.9,077) 9, '333 

118 -,' H9 1£3 
~ 

108·1 1.o9·Z. 112'15 I . 

(54-,000) (2.(:,,000) ?!:;,700 

2.47,3iO 220,710 '24-3) 84-3 

2.74,510 2.34)010 258,92.7 



, 

.. 

1 DI\\'€'c'f UBDU~ c.osr 

2. WtlCE. IND€.X CtIolJ.at RRTe.) 
1959 BffiE. 

3 W rt:£ TNOE)(' Pul11lSle:O To 
1.9<::' 4- B f'6 £ 

4- 01 Ql::.cT U\~t.l e LosT ADrust£.!) 

5 1~l)I!t£Q" LA£'D~ CDSr 

G WrcE HJ!)f.Y (WE£ti:Li'RAre.) . 
195~ BASE 

'1 W ~e. IN nEX An:ruS18:l le 
1.964- BA££ . 

'0 11\l1:)1'2£cr LlIF:.o u rz u,sr AnrU~.iI~D 

9 "loTAl.. LABouQ. CDST 

iD Wllto. INOEl«(Wrftl1t.b) 1964-&lS"t: 
:.z"b)~) (3. 

11 IO,.AL LABou/2.CoST Aorusn;:I:l . 

. CA1ESliEAD WOR\\S. 
ts. 

. 1964- 1965 .' 
. 

il2.. 132 

119·9 1.3'3 I 
100 .1.04-

172. i27 
2:>37 356 

11.3·4- . 1 <28· 7 
.. 

1.00 106·1 

337 335 

509 4-66 

.100 1.05 

508 4-65 

19bb 1961 19(,'8 

132 132 190 

147·3 153·1 . i/:,3·5 

109 its {ZO 

i1.1 117 iG,3.l 

35:3 335 4Z7 
. 134-·7 139·6 14.8·8 

113·5 ii8 iZG, 

315 184- 339 

4-90 ·4b7 b2.3 

11.0 iiS t '22 

4-4-5 4-07 510 



CAiE..;HEAD WORKS. 
t.5. 

1964- i965 i9bb 19G1 19(;'6 

Cos, oj:" ~huc.TIOkl S'uPg211r<,:/otJ ~1.,O'89 35,7812.. 3b,b83 32,800 4-1, S36 

eosToF fWlTe:IML ~EN{t£S 2'15,4-01 2.<3,931 28,537 29,S72. 3"4,341 

Ci:t5T Of" ENC\NE~!tIlC; ~E.R"rGES £35) '717 1.30, bi'Z.. 1'3(;,)754- 14.0,1.94 169.(,15 ! 
CoST or: M~\t,m::'" M.lCf: S ££V[CE$ 2.2., b4-9 16,10b 17,93,3 20,4-.90 25) ib'2 

C.OSl Of LMscIlRg€£.VICt5 37,DlD 33.105 33,i7b 38.U3 4-0,94-1 

W~E INbE:)! i958" LSAst.. 125·6 13:1· '5 1$8·9 i4-4- ·1 153·7 

W~f. ItJb£i ~tffi1STa Tl.l1.:) b4-lSr&! 100 105 110 115 1'1. '2.. 
AD"SU~Tcn COST:5 191,,4- Bil'>.E. I 

'PeDt>ucrwtJ S;:uPdlflSl0N 2:.1..0'39 ,34,050 33,500 '2..~,50o 34,300 I 
Mfff!::RI RL S£RIiIC£S 

'---:j 
'2'3,401 27,500 25,950 16,000 2.'3,150 1 

6JC,rt<JE£R.,tJ4 gf.l2tJK£.~ 135,777 12.4,:300 123,300 122,000 13.9,000 '1 
Ml'tl ~1m\J Ar.JL£ S£P.\l IUS 22.,b49 15,330 1b,300 1'7,800 20,300 

J 
LA~rc. S£l(l/lc.eS 37,020 3i,500 34,70 0 33,4-50 33, boo ! 

.1 
" 



PhRT V 

.PRODUCTIVITY CALC1.1LLTIONS 

(i) CHELMSFORD WORKS 

(ii) WEMBLEY WOLKS 

(Hi) BJ.SILDON V/ORKS 

(IV) Gl.TESHE,.D WORKS. 



(i) CHELMSFORD VIORks . 



C~EU"5FORD VJoRKS. 

LA~OLlr<. 

i). TOTI1L \J)\)ouf{ FP-oDtlLIIVITY. 

INDEX = r t~.P.c.. Cc.P.] jblP.c.. C&?) J 
LLfif!fl\J.e ~rW) LMoll!L COS, CS.?:; 

WPC. -

WllER£ c.p: C.um2..£Nl t'e:RIOD . 
. £. BP: EASr. ThR\OD . 

19G4- 19(;5 1965 1367 
3115 34-4;0 4200 3%0 - -IJl':lll1R Co~T 2.94-'3 ZS60 3070 '2.750 

= i'OG i·Zo 1·37 i·22 

Fnoou.c:n\lI1'1 
100 1i3 i30 H5 mDEX 

SI\\"'\PLI:. C I\LCtlLA110 N. 

TIIIDE.X (1%5) '" Ho )( 100 ~ Hg 
.' . io& . 

11) DIREC.T U'OCtlR ?RcOUC.ilv'ITi. 

19613 
3560 
2.930 

i·26 

Ho 

TND£X = r W.Re. Cs:p) /lIJ.?C. Co?) . l 
, LDlgcc.r UlSOUUoST{tr) Dll<E'Ci U~~oll5!.[lJ$T£1,pll 

• 



1<)(;4- 19(;:) ~.1·9G~ 1957 
- --

vJPC 3115 3440 4-'200 I 3360 
15iRCGT - -

LFlwJC iDs' 'i>50 '375 iOlD '320 
• 

~ 

. 3,f,b 90'93 4-·i2 4·1. 
pr-cDuL1Mri 

100 'i075 iiZ·5 H2-H:O~X 

~f\MPLE U.LLUU~T\DtL 

Tr-lDE'X li9bS) " 3·.9~ x.ioo = [01'5 
3·66 

i \0 II'lDIRELT LAE.OuK Pr.,CDIlCTI'J\"\)' 

j19(;gl 
----

3560 
8b4-

4·{'Z. 

1. n·s 

bJD~)\ B r \lJPc. CCP) . f liJl'cJ BP) 1 
ll~M~lC-r !J\l30uR Cost (l.{~ /IN1)\RfCr lriSouR CoST (f)P~ 

1964- 19(;5 19Gb 19b1 
WPc. 3115 34-40 4-'2.00 33GO 

InD1REc.T -
~&:lt.\ P. (us. ·'2.098 i9~5 2000 1'390 

- {.4-'l 1·73 2·io 1/l<6 
Pf!DOtlClWl1r 

100 H7 i4-2- i20 INDEX . 

. Sl\tWU:: c'mf.llumo!\J. 
INDE X C19bS):: 1·73 x 100 :: ii 7 

1.'4'3 

Ci\PITAL PRD nuC:nv IT 'I. 

19(;'3 
35(00 
191.5 

i-~b 

12.5,7 

= r WPc. LCI') / 
LCrrPIT'AL [ep) 

WPC(BP) l 
LA1'rmL (Sill 



~~---------------------- --

hf?G 
CIlP1TilL. 

::: 

l'koTlt!Cttvm' 
I~J\::)F.x 

3115 -iOOl . 
3·1 

l..OD 

19G;) --196& I 19"(;7 I 19(;<3l 
34-40 4-'2c>o '33c.--o '35G;-1

1 11bb 1.'2:54- 1'2.<04- i'2.GZ 

7..:95 3·35 1... Gb '2.:'32. 

95·2. i08 86 91 

. ~ i\t"'.PLE C[\lC.J).1JH10ti 

INDE';(Li'3f.S}" 1.-9~ x 100 :: .95·2-
g·i 

.. 

1.9b4 19CdS 19Gb :19&1 19 SS 
WPC. '3ii5 34-4.0 4-2.00 S3GO 35bo - -COST 193 7..'2'3-5 '2.54--5 1.95 1.93 

=- 1(;.1 i5·i 16'5 17·2. 19 
l'rolw.owrrf 

100 94- 102-5 107 1i~ IhlDEX . 

. SltM.'?\..E. CALCULAIlON 

1N~l=:i, L19b51.,. 1'5-i x 100 = 94-
ib·1 . 

r. Wpc... (c?) I 
L Cost lCP) .. 

".: ··fr, 

-;-

.. --, 



' .. 

19b4. i9b5 i9bb 19b7 
\.lJ PC. . SUS· 34-4-C> 4-'2.00 3360 .- - - -CoST· 1..01- 103 195·5 '3'2.6 

• 
~ 15·4- i9.~ 2i·5 1.0·3 

~~1J11'I 
IND~X. 100 17..1 131 61 

. ~RM?LE CALCULAllD N 

l~tlE)(Ci9b5\.. i9·6 )C 100 = i2.7 
1.5·4-

PRDnUC..wJllY OF E~INEER.lNG SEK\JIC.fS. 

19b~ 

3660 
3G'2. 

io·! 

65'6 

,.. lN~E.'J(:. [ \J\)C.lc?) / wpc.lspr] 
CaST Le}») (05T L1~p) 

., 19b 4- 4.9h5 19hb 19b? 
·WPC. ~i1.5 .34-4-0 4'200 3360 - -S10 cOS,- '1'35 826 G~'l. 

- 4-, 2.4- 4·16 5·18 5-31 
~\)\.CtI'I\'tY -100 98 1.2'2. 1.2.5 IWbElC 

S~Ml>LI= CALCULA110tJ 

I NDEt (~b5) .. 4-·t6 )( 100 :: 98 
4-·24 

.. 

i96S 

3569 
660 

5·55 

1.8i 

PKODUC,TIVIT't' OF M!\\t.1TE.N~tK£ <;E~~ICl:S. 



. 

1.9bA.. 19C:,s 19hb 19b1 196<b 

WR: 3115 34-40 4'2..00 33~0 3560 - - 131 -COST 1~1 . -12:,3 1'29 1'25 
• 

.: ?.1·1 25·8 -3'2. 26 29'3 

I'RotllO'Wl1'I 100 HS'S H·! H4-5 129 1 .. 1l\l"i 

f'RabucnVIl'f OF UBOUR ~ER\l\L£S . 

I.tJ~EX~ [W\>L ler) I· WPc. CBI') 
. . .. _ Cog (s.p) Co-5.T ('BP) 

19b~ i9bS .19" b 19h7 ·196$3 

UP<: 31i'S 3440 4200 3360 3660 - '2.01 126 COST 1.~9 - '2.1.1 14-2'5 
. - ib'5 15'S 20·9 26-6 2.5·b 

f\J)bllt:nllll'l ioo 96 1.26'5 16i i55 't.lt>EX . 

~(HJ\~E:CALCIALAn oN 

. LIDE)( (19bl» :: is,'6 ~ 100 = 96 
... '. 16·.5 



?lZOtlw:'l\V\1"Y 'OF tIIf\\NTENf:\~£ ~E~\I\C.'i6. Lt-.\(1\E:1?IAL l.osrs) . . 

. . i9b4- i9bS :19blo 1~bl 19b~ 
. 

WPC. ~1.i5 34-4.0 4.100 3~bO .3~bO 
t\lIf£Rlfll CLI5., 1G.!, 111 lSl 101 101·5 

- 19·1 19~4. tb·S? . 31·4- 3,3,·1 

i>1toWU\'I\l'/ 
100 101·S 14.D H~ 11~'~ INbEi 

'~I\tJ\?lE &LC.ULJmON 

l~~Q( [1965\::. 19~4 'J( 100 .:. 101-5 
19·1 



,.----------------------------- ------

ii WEMBLE'! VlORKS 



P~DLl.C.IIVI T'I 1 ND' C, £5 . 

WE.Mt?:.LE'1 WoR.KS . 

. LA~OLl«. 

iJ. ToTRL U\)ollR ~DIlCTlvrlY. 

INt:I~x " r wp.c. Cc.p.~ I WP.c... l&l') J 
LlltBOU2frf.rW') LAe.OLl~ (oSTCSl'.) 

IJ~E.R£. C. P : c.uRIt£N\ 1>-e~IO D. -
. ~ BP: BAsl:. "Pd'OD. 

19G4- 19G5 19G6 J!3J67 1968 
WPC. 652·7 5bi 59b bOb 677 

U\BDUR (osr - 4-4-i - 461 4-1'3 4-1'1 46b 
= 1·32 1·'Z..7 i·n 1·315 1·42 .. . 

l'RoollQl\lI1'! 
100 .96·Z. .97 99-5 1.07-5 INDEX 

SflMPL~ CI\LCU.LA1'O~. 

ItJClEX (19b5) ..1·2./ "too Wo 9G·Z. 
.' 1·32. . 

11) DIREC,T UBotlR ?1?OnUc.T''''Ti. 

TNDEX & r w.P.c. u:p) I W.?c. LOP) 1 
. LD1I1.£c.r UlSouilhsilc.r) D,REC:T LtI@.oIl.~iasTuW lJ 



19b4- 19b5 19bb 19G1 1968 
wpc. 552-7 '5b1 59b 60b 671 

'D1RE.c.T l.J\'Oou i50 if,:'·5 110·5 -112:5 175 CoST • - 3'b~ 8'4-3 ~'44 0·52- 3·£,2 
f"r.otlUCIIVIl''' 

100 93·2. 93·5 95·b 104-'1'10 EX 

S~~WLE CAl.C.u.LAT\O~ . 
. " .. 

TrJtlE'X li9bs)= 3·4-3,,100= 93.2 
. g'bs . . 

. . i \0 \t-JDIREC.T lABouR. PRCDlLCTI'J11Y 

. 1iJ~)t - r Wpc'(CP) f WR:.(sp) 1 
. . . . L IIJt),ac. l.J\80uR Cc:6T (c.p) IINDlOO' ts:\60u~ CoST (BP ~ 

1.964- 1965 19Gb 19E>, 19b~ 
WPc.. 56?:1 6b1 59b bOb ro77 

IN DI >1E:,C.r - - - -
l.lIl:>:>U.11 CoST 

'2.67 276· 1..'05 2..'84- 297 
= 1'01 2·i3 2.·03 2·09 2·28 

I'RooUCIWllY 
100 9S io! 103 . HO INOEX • 

. . SI\Ml'L£ tlllC.llLATlON. 

INDEX [19(,5): 2:03 x ioo =.98 
'1.·07 . . , 

.. C~P'TAL Pf<DDUCrlvITY. 

'INDEX = r WPc. [cp) 
. L6.Prt"ALCCP) / 

WPCU3P) J 
LAl'llll L (1$ P 



. 
, 

i9G4 19b5 :196& lC3&7 19b~ 

WPC 552·7, 5bi 59(;, 60(:, 677 -CAP1Tf\L 166·9 158·5 150·,9 13("S 139·i 
• 

- 3·2>15 g·54- 3·.95 4-'4-3 4-''6b 
HtonuCtlvnt l.OD ii~'8 itz..7 14-2. 156 1~\:)El<. 

,,~(\t-\P\.E CA' C\)~11Qt-l 

INDE:)(Cf':>bS)" 3'54- x 100 = ii3'<3 
3'~15 

, P~buc..nV\T'I OF I1nOucnON 5U?El?VlSION. 

"',INDEX::' [ Wpc..Lcp) I Wt'C. (15P.) l 
" , ' ' CoST [cP) ,Lo:.,.(BP) -J 

, . 

1.9b4 19 Ch 19bb' :19~1 

WPC. 552.:7 561 596 606 - -
COST , 2.4-'~ 2.7·1 30 30 

=- 22·3 20:-' 19·.9 '2.0-2. 
, 

i 'ht,"lltl\ VIT7' 
Il\.1DEX. 100 93 8.9·4- $0'6 

"~{\:tJW\.E. CAlfULAll0N 

" It-l\)g, It%S)",, 1.0'7 l< 100 = 93 
22·3 

I \I..l 0 e:ll == 

19f>S 
677 -
'2.'i3 

24-2-

108·5 



19~4. i9~5 i9bb :1967 19bif, 

\.IJ PC. . 55'2·7· oG! 596 G06 /072 - 31 COS-I '3b-5 3.9 ·37·5 34-·35 • 
:::. n·g i5·4- 1.5·3 1b~i5 19·7 

fRoDUCnoJm tOO ~6'5 '86 .90·8 Ho·g INDex. 

.. ,. 

. ItJ~E)(L19b5\ _ i'5'4 le lDO = ~b·5 
n·£' 

?WnUCTWllY OF E~INEERlN~ SEK\11C.fS. . J' . Wpc. [SP) . . . 

C.05T le.P) . 

19b4- -19(.,5 19f,b 19b1· i96S 

WPL '5'52·7 5bl 5.9~ b06 ~77 . 
COST . 1.01·4- 107 1.17·5 H?>'5 Hi'8 

- 5·45 5·24- ~·07 . 6·34- to·olo -
. 

~Ob\,ct\'J\\1 "ieo 96·2 9,3.2. 98 iH ItJhElC 
. 

. SPtM1>L!: CALCULATION 

1 NeEi L19b5') • 5·24- )( 100 <:·96' 2. 
5'45 . 

. '. ' 

• I 

·'1 



1.9b4. 19b5 19b1o i9bl 

W~ 5'51.:1 561 59b 606 - -
c.oST 1.'0''0 21·Z. ZO'5 2.2·3 

• 
- 2.9· 4- '2(;·5 '29·.1 27·2. 

PRotllOWli'I 100 so 9.9 .92.'5 I~ '" "'~ 

~AMPLE C~LCJ!IIiT\DN 

INbEil.19bS)". 26·5 )( 100::. 90 
29·4 

19f''b 
677 
'2.1·15 

30·6 

1.04-

l1mbUC,W\1'{ OF UBOUQ. ~E12V\L~ . 

~ .. "' 

,. 

.. ItJbEx-:. [W~L lep) I 
. CD:r U:f) 

: 

19b~ . i9b5 .19" b 
WPC. 552:7 561 5.96 
CO~T 1.7·<3 24-·1 31·9 

. , 

- 19 . .9 . '23·3 1'3·7 
f\4bllL1NrN 100 1i7 . 94-INt:.EX . 

~IHJ\P\.~ CALCLALAn oN . 

WPc. tt3j)) 
W5T(i3P) 

19h7 19hZ· 
606 677 -
25·i U;i 

'24-.1.5 '2.'3·1 

i2.i 141 

.. . L.JDE)( [19bS) :: 23·:3 )(. 100 = 11.1 
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The use of financial units of ceasurecent was found, for 

the purposes of this stu~, to be the most appropriate unit 

of measurecent for both input and output faootrs, these are 

measured in pounds sterling_ The source of output data found 

most appropriate was that of Works processing cost, as this 

represents the true value of the product added by the canufact

uring unit. 

l>djustmont s of values and prices to a base yeer oqui valent 

value was found necessary in ~rdor to obtain data which was 

comparable in real terms. 

The input factors of Labour and Capital were found to 

be the most meaningful, although the other input factors are 

oonsidered to be useful in determining the underlying reasons 

for for ohanges in indireot labour productivity in addition to 

capital 

The formations of data on direct labour sicilar to that 

constructed for the constituent parts of indirect could be 

useful in further determining reasons for movements in direct 

labour productivity, and this oould possible be an area of 

further interest and worthy of . investigation. 

Capital plays a significant role in the produotivity of labour, 

as is shown by t he graphs and analysis of part III of thi s stu~, 

and though the actual magnitude is not explicitly determined the 

overall effect is demonstratable. 
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The productivity indicies constructed in this study appear 

to be adequate to determine yearly movements for the manufactur 

ing units, and although further improvements could be made in the 

light of the experience gained by the author, they would seem 

to have little effect of the trends, but perhaps some effect 

on the magnitude of the flutuations. 

However, it does not appe'r to be possible to conduct 

any real or meaningful comparison of the performance of one 

manufacturing unit with the performance of another, using 

the data compiled for this study. It would appear though 

that some information of vc.lue can be obtained by comparing 

trends in the light of known policy and environmental differ

ences and evc.luating the rel.ative performance of the labour 

and capital input factors. The main reasons for the failure 

to establish a valid base of comparison is the hetrogeneous 

nature of the products, the looation of t he manufacturing 

units, and the problem of time. It is felt however, that 

some more investigation in this area would be justified but 

using a different basis of measurement. It appears unlikely 

that cne method can serve to solve both problems that of year 

to year movements within manufacturing units, and that of inter

manufacturing unit comparison. 

The method of calculating capital investment in fixed 

assets would appear to be open to some criticism and some mod

ifioation oould serve to improve the accuracy of this index. 
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The main source of criticism is the selection of gross book 

values and the adjusting of depreciation charged to a 1964 base 

The view of some accountants is that the selection of gross 

book values tends to over state the value of sales and 

transfers, but as additions are gross values and depreciation 

is at a fixed rate on the gross value the author has retained 

his original method of evaluating capital. This could however, 

bear further investigation in its own right but in view of 

tioe limitations and the fact that the primary effect will be 

on magnitude of flutuation rather than overall trends the 

matter has not been dealt with in this study. 

The value of "output", works processing cost, could also 

be subject to serve minor errors, in the order of 2% owing 

to a late realisation of t he effect of changes in overhead 

recovery rates and the possible surpllls or deficet on over-

head recovery. This factor was identified on prior to 

writing these conclusions and although it has been possible to 

describe its ef'ect in the analysis of Chelmsford '.lorks labour 

productivity graph (it is probably more pronounced here than 

elsewhere) it aoes not seem possible to consider the matter 

in greater detail. 

The fact that the denomiter and numnrator of the product

ivity indecies are composed of similar data and that the 

denominator is always a proportion of the numerator may effect tho 

ratio values, but it does not appear to adversely affect the 

percentage movements of the various indecios and thus the 

author considers the basis of calculating the indicies to be 
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vaJ.id and accurate. (an illustration of thill point is that the 

cost of Direct Labour is included in the output (VlPC) value 
• 

and thereforo any movement in Diroct Labour cost will 

affect the works processing cost). 

The use of t he above data is strictly limited to man~e-

ment information and is not suitable for application as 

a man~ement or labour numeration systelils. Should 

the company wish to apply productivity moasuro!;l9nte 

to sOlile mere specific role, then a further and more detailod 

study would bo required into the establishlilont of that 

application. 

It has become quite apparent in t he courso of this study 

that the measureoent of productivity within a cOlilpany 

requires the clear definitions of the following:-

(i) The Furpose to Which it is to bo put. 

(ii) Whose productivity is to be Iileasured. 

(iii) It is to be user-orientated or resource-

orientated 

The use of productivity measures as a basis for in~entive 

schemes would appear, as a result of this study, te be a long 

way off in a complex company of this nature and in view of the 

difficulty of determining the true effect of capital on 

productivity 
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